
Veriff Enhances its Fully Automated Identity
Verification Offering

The fully automated identity verification solution is optimized for greater speed, scalability, and

conversion

NEW YORK, USA, October 31, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Veriff, a global identity verification (IDV)

This solution is ideal for

businesses that require the
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their customers an extra

layer of security.”

Suvrat Joshi, Senior Vice

President of Product at Veriff

provider, today announced significant updates to its fully

automated IDV product. The solution uses advanced

machine learning to enable a 100% automated identity

verification process with zero human involvement.

With the enhanced IDV solution, customers have access to

a fast method for validating user identities while providing

more in-depth insights related to the session to enable

organizations to make better-informed onboarding

decisions. The solution has been optimized for decision

speed,  providing an output in five seconds, and the

highest conversion rate for onboarding new customers,

making the solution a great fit for risk-tolerant businesses.  

Building on the earlier iterations, the new solution has a faster response time, and each

verification session has a decision, decision score, and more insights. These insights show in

detail what happened in the verification session, providing information points that customers

can use to build their own onboarding decision-making. 

“This solution is ideal for businesses that require the fastest speed, highest conversion, and

detailed session insights to provide their customers an extra layer of security,” said Suvrat Joshi,

Senior Vice President of Product at Veriff. “The great news for all our customers is that the

automation advancements made to the fully automatic solution also enhance Veriff’s core

identity verification offering.”

To better serve their customers’ unique needs, Veriff offers two approaches to Identity and

Document Verification: a fully automated solution or a hybrid solution. The automation

advancements made to the core IDV technology enhance both fully automatic as well as the

hybrid offering further benefiting all our customers. The hybrid option is highly automated but

unlike the fully automated solution, it is supported by the reassurance of highly trained

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.veriff.com/


verification specialists. It has greater flexibility and offers higher fraud prevention and accuracy

as well as more risk insights. Learn more here: https://www.veriff.com/product/identity-

verification

About Veriff

Veriff is the preferred identity verification platform partner for the world’s most innovative

growth-driven organizations, including pioneers in financial services, fintech, crypto, gaming,

mobility, and online marketplaces. We provide advanced technology that combines AI-powered

automation with reinforced learning from human feedback, deep insights, and expertise.  Veriff

is the partner of choice for organizations that need to rapidly and conveniently verify and

safeguard users anywhere in the world. This is achieved by supporting the broadest number of

identity documents, from more than 230 issuing countries and territories. Our proven identity

verification platform analyzes more than 1,000 data points including the person, document,

device, and network to enable trust from the first hello. To learn more, visit veriff.com
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